SAFE2OPEN
Get Tougher on New Account Fraud

Fraudsters gravitate toward the path of least resistance. If your institution doesn’t have
rigorous, adaptive screening for new account fraud (NAF), you could be their next target.

Rely on financial institution consortium data

Real-time account-inquiry data is critical to discovering out-of-pattern
behavior and repeated fraud attempts. It also helps distinguish
identity theft from first-party and synthetic fraud.
Safe2Open uses the most comprehensive database of DDA applicant inquiries
and known-fraud histories to learn and flag which interactions, variables, and
behaviors are indicative of fraud.

Combine ID verification with fraud screening

With Safe2Open, you get fraud scoring with industry-leading ID
verification built right in. The solution uses public and proprietary
data and patented analytics to provide a precise risk-based assessment when the
question of identity must be answered.
Beyond just positive verification, Safe2Open uncovers suspicious activity by
connecting identity profile attributes including SSN, mailing addresses, phone
numbers, email addresses and IP addresses.
Safe2Open creates a score based on its examination of identity attributes, crime
dynamics, historic mobility patterns, previous fraud activity and account-opening
inquiry velocity to identify out-of-pattern behaviors indicative of first-party fraud,
identity fraud, and synthetic fraud.

Scrutinize Email and IP Addresses

When email and IP address are included as part of the input for the
account opening, these elements should be sent through Safe2Open
and scrutinized for anomalies.
When combined with other account application insights, these anomalies – like
the email is disposable, or the email could not be verified in association with the
consumer’s name, or the IP address is an anonymous proxy – are even more
effective in rooting out fraud attempts.

Focus on the most suspicious applications

By quickly investigating the highest-scoring accounts and closing the
fraudulent ones, you can improve investigative efficiency and raise
your catch rate.
With Safe2Open, you won’t waste time or create unnecessary friction by manually
investigating applications that were likely completed by honest customers.

Safe2Open puts you on the
front lines of fraud protection.
It provides the industry’s most
effective, efficient defense
against current and emerging
identity-related fraud schemes.

Safe2Open accesses more
than 40 million DDA applicant
inquiries to assess velocity
and risk.

Alert Management System (AMS)

Investigators use the AMS to review high-risk alerts, track cases to resolution,
and mine their own data for suspicious patterns and fraud rings.

Search, Filter and Sort.
Set search parameters
based on specific criteria or
characteristics. Gain efficiency
by limiting investigations to
those cases deemed to be
most risky.
Bookmark. The AMS lets you
save commonly performed
searches and reduce time and
key strokes spent repeating the
same searches each day.

Investigate. Case reports
include scores, score drivers,
and supporting information
needed for your investigation.
Expand report sections to
display more details.
Track and Audit. Document
your investigation with
relevant notes, mark cases
as closed, and label the type
of fraud you discovered.

Contact us today! Learn how ID Insight can help you get tougher on new account fraud.
Call 877-749-8731
Email info@idinsight.com
Visit www.idinsight.com

